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ABSTRACT
A goal of systems development is to produce enduringly valuable product systems—i.e.,
systems that are valuable when delivered to their users and which continue to be attractive
to their stakeholders over time. However, quantifying the life-cycle value (LCV) provided by
a system has proven elusive. In this paper, we propose an approach to quantifying a system’s
LCV based on the key parameters that have perceived value to the system’s stakeholders.
For this, we draw upon insights from the management, marketing, product development, value
engineering, and systems engineering literature. We then demonstrate our proposed approach with an example of a cellular telephone system. By designing systems for maximum
LCV, systems architects and engineers will provide dramatically increased value to their
organizations and other stakeholders. However, to provide maximum LCV, a system may need
to be designed to facilitate adaptability to changing circumstances and stakeholder preferences. We conclude the paper with discussions of some of the major difficulties in measuring
LCV and some of the opportunities for further research in this area. © 2008 Wiley Periodicals,
Inc. Syst Eng 11: 187–202, 2008
Key words: product life cycle; life-cycle value; product value; stakeholder preferences;
dynamic value

1. INTRODUCTION
A goal of systems engineering and associated endeavors is to produce enduringly valuable systems. However, efforts toward this end have been tremendously
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inconsistent. Some systems fail to provide much value
from the outset (e.g., Iridium, Global Star, some Mars
explorers, Edsel); others seem good at first, but then see
their value curtailed (e.g., space shuttle, Macintosh
computers, BetaMax VCRs); still others continue to
provide high value for decades (e.g., B-52, F-16, Voyager spacecraft, Fenway Park). While many have explored value engineering in the design process [e.g.,
Green, 1994; Park, 1998], in this paper we focus on a
much more specific topic—quantifying the life-cycle
value (LCV) provided by a (product) system.
We are especially interested in what we call enduring
systems—i.e., products with relatively long lifetimes.
Most large, complex, and expensive systems are anticipated to have a fairly long life cycle, and even simpler
systems’ life cycles are extending from the perspective
of the product platforms that give rise to multiple product generations.1 LCV is becoming more important as
the complexity and costs of systems increase, as the
environments of system operation become more dynamic, and as designers and customers become more
aware of its implications—e.g., in the trucking industry
[Kilcarr, 2005]. And while many on the finance side
have traditionally neglected the long-term implications
of systems, under the assumption that economic discount rates will render negligible any effects beyond a
decade or so, this premise does not fully apply to
enduring systems, because their direct and indirect effects are likely to amplify over time [Cutcher-Gershenfeld et al., 2004]. A perspective that discounts the future
(in favor of the present) is also problematic as operational environments and expectations become more
volatile [Kulatilaka, 1993].
The value provided by a system, let alone its LCV,
is difficult to quantify. Value is largely subjective, and
individuals have difficulty articulating exactly what
makes a complex system valuable. A particular stakeholder in the development or use of a complex system
is typically represented by a group of individuals with
conflicting opinions. Plus, there are usually a variety of
stakeholders, and thus an even greater likelihood of
conflicting points of view on value. Moreover, value is
not only absolute—i.e., based on the intrinsic attributes,
functions, and performance levels of a system—but
also relative, based on perception and depending on the
1
It is important to distinguish our use of the term “life cycle” from its
usage in the marketing literature [e.g., Bayus, 1998], where the
consumer product life cycle or lifetime is usually defined as the time
from a product’s introduction until its withdrawal from sale (without
regard for how long each individual product may persist in use). The
classic Bass [1969] model of product diffusion into a market similarly
looks at the life cycle of a consumer product in terms of its adoption
by customers, whereas we are more concerned with the usage lifetime
of a single product instance.
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availability and attributes of substitute products, services, or approaches for meeting needs and wants. Finally, stakeholder needs and wants, and the perceived
value of a system, change over time, thus making LCV
even more amorphous. Clearly, designing for maximum LCV is not easy when even the objective itself is
difficult to specify.
System architects and designers should be familiar
by now with the need to listen to the “voice of the
customer” and other stakeholders when determining
system requirements. However, systems designers
should keep the overall LCV in mind, not just what will
satisfy stakeholders today. The selection and design of
an “intervention system” [Martin, 2004] (also known as
a “solution system”) is the time of highest leverage for
affecting its LCV, for here system architects and designers will make decisions (deliberately or not) that predetermine much of a system’s flexibility, adaptability,
upgradeability, etc. Choices about product platforms,
standard interfaces, modularity, capacity, and other aspects of system architecture will enable a system to be
modified, enhanced, expanded, and upgraded more or
less quickly, cheaply, and easily in the future. Of course,
such decisions must also be balanced against the preferences of stakeholders in the financial realm, who may
differ in their attitudes towards risk and their preferences for short-term or long-term returns. Increasing
flexibility may decrease the short-term profitability of
a system.
Despite system designers’ (often underutilized) capability to design for LCV, this is only one side of the
coin. While the designers control a system’s absolute
attributes, LCV is a relative thing, determined also by
alternative solutions to evolving stakeholder needs and
wants. The perfect desktop computer today may
quickly become obsolete as new technologies and designs alter customer perceptions about what is the
“best” or a “satisfactory” product, or a high-value system may require replacement parts that at some point
become difficult to get (from “diminishing sources”),
driving up the costs of maintenance and thereby lowering its value in the eyes of its users. Over time, stakeholders also learn more about their needs and wants in
light of the current solution and develop a greater perception of the possibilities for a better solution. All else
being equal, a gap grows over time between the user’s
wants and needs and the capabilities of a system to
satisfy them.
Therefore, designers must consider not only how to
meet specifications that will satisfy stakeholders today
but also the trajectories of markets and technologies that
will determine what it takes to satisfy stakeholders in
the future. How are stakeholder wants and needs evolving? What new technologies are likely to increase their
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expectations? What competing or substitute products or
technologies will vie for their attention? Carefully forecasting answers to these questions, and systematically
updating and improving these predictions as more information becomes available, is an essential aspect of
designing for maximum LCV.
This paper contributes a conceptual exploration of
some of the key ideas surrounding LCV and the genesis
of a proposed approach for quantifying a system’s LCV.
After reviewing related literature, we present the key
steps and parameters for quantifying LCV along with a
running example. We then discuss some further uses of
the approach, its dynamic aspects, and some of its
uncertainties and risks, all of which point to opportunities for further research.

2. RELATED LITERATURE
Much research has been done on the subject of quantifying value during the design process, but much less
research has explored the subject of LCV. In this section, we provide an overview of some of the related
literature.
A thread of thinking on system operational and
disposal costs (i.e., post-production costs) runs through
several streams of literature, such as military logistics
and maintenance [LOGTECH, 2002]. Most of these
sources argue for additional thought and effort to be put
into addressing these issues and minimizing these costs
at the point of greatest leverage, during the system
design phase. As systems engineers, this is where we
focus.
A recent project at Loughborough University, Value
in Design (VALiD)2 explored how stakeholders articulate their preferences and how designers respond to
them in the building construction industry in the United
Kingdom. As part of this stream, Devine-Wright,
Thomson, and Austin [2003] address the psychological
aspects of how people place value on a building and its
architecture, and Thomson et al. [2003a, 2003b] strive
to show that there is more to value than functional
interpretations and measurements. The VALiD approach is inspired in part by Thiry [2001], who promotes a “sensemaking” approach to value definition in
projects, whereby all stakeholders’ preferences are elicited in a new, shared paradigm instead of within their
own, old, individual paradigms. In the German building
construction industry, Bogenstätter [2000] discusses
how buildings can be designed for sustainability and
lower recurring costs over their lifetimes through de2
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sign decisions regarding space, material choices, service equipment, and the quantity of structural elements.
Cook and his colleagues [e.g., Cook and Wu, 2001;
Cook, 1997] explore methods for quantifying the value
of a system during the design phase. For instance, Pozar
and Cook [1998] demonstrate how to measure the relative value of an automobile design as a function of one
of its attributes (vehicle interior noise). Fitch and Cooper [2005a, 2005b] review several approaches to modeling and analyzing product life-cycle value—many of
which pertain to design for sustainability and environmental impact—and propose methods for evaluating
alternative design scenarios.
From a systems engineering (SE) viewpoint, Gilb
[2004] discusses how to account for stakeholder desires
in project planning, and Warmkessel and Slack [1999]
discuss doing so during requirements development.
Honour [2001, 2004] and Ring [2000] explore the value
of SE and “how much” SE is appropriate for a project.
Larsen and Buede [2000] propose continuous, early
validation to ensure the correct capture of stakeholder
wants and needs. Fabrycky, Blanchard, and Verma
[1999] and Redman and Crepea [2006] suggest basic
constructs for life-cycle cost modeling and propose that
life-cycle cost be considered as an explicit factor in
system design trade studies. Steiner [1998] discusses
“enduring,” “growth,” and “evolutionary” architectures, and Schulz, Fricke, and Igenbergs [2000] define
several concepts pertaining to design for flexibility and
adaptability over the life cycle of a system. Boas and
Crawley [2007] coined the term “divergence” for the
natural reduction of commonality over time due to
requirements changes, learning, the availability of new
technologies, obsolescence, program timing, and corporate culture. de Weck and colleagues provide several
papers with examples of systems designed for flexibility [e.g., Banerjee and de Weck, 2004; Silver and de
Weck, 2007; de Weck, Neufville, and Chaize, 2004;
Kalligeros and de Weck, 2004; Kalligeros, 2004; Suh
et al., 2007]. Some of these works, as well as work by
Nilchiani, Hastings, and Joppin [2005] and Wang
[2005], seek ways to measure flexibility in system
designs with options-based frameworks. Engel and
Browning [2008] propose an options-based method for
designing system architectures for adaptability.
In the US defense-aerospace industry, Murman et al.
[2002] and Stanke [2001] use case studies of enduringly
valuable systems such as the F-16 aircraft to explore the
application of Lean principles as they affect the favorable conditions for high LCV. They offer insights and a
framework for increasing LCV during the design phase.
Rebentisch et al. [2005] examine 13 stakeholder groups
in NASA’s space exploration program with a view
towards the sustainability of that program over time.
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Cutcher-Gershenfeld et al. [2004] explore the benefits
of designing for sustainability in large-scale engineering systems and public policies, noting the need for
broader information acquisition and review to permit
earlier detection of side effects, independent reassessment of strategies, and analysis of retrospective examples of successful and unsuccessful business and
government adaptations.
Considering how value is added by system development processes, especially in light of the Lean principle
of minimizing non-value-adding activities, Browning
[2003] explores how to quantify the value provided by
the system development process and how different
process architectures allow value to be provided or
“earned” at different rates. Rouse and Boff [2001]
evaluate three dimensions of value in research and
development (R&D) organizations: quality, productivity, and innovation.
Customers are the primary stakeholder, and the vast
marketing literature has much to say about what customers and markets value and prefer. Mello [2002]
provides guidelines for customer-centric product development. Woodruff and Gardial [1996] focus on the
customer value determination process, link customer
value to customer satisfaction, and define a “value
hierarchy” of attributes, consequences, and desired end
state(s). Consequences are the result of using a product
or service (e.g., reliability, no hassle) and are hard to
measure directly (they do it in terms of product or
service attributes). “Desired end state” is even more
nebulous (e.g., “peace of mind”) and is determined in
terms of consequences. They also discuss how to predict changes in customer value over time. Slywotsky
[1996] notes how value evolves in terms of customers’
priorities, time horizons, willingness and ability to pay,
etc. and concludes that products and services should be
adapted to take advantage of and minimize the risks of
these changes. Furthermore, R&D organizations must
create the technology options to enable subsequent
exercising of these options in the process of adapting
value strategies and market offerings.
Freeman [1984] invigorated a stream of management research exploring the stakeholder theory of the
firm—i.e., how stakeholders are determined for enterprises and their effects on organizational strategies and
objectives [e.g., Sundaram, 2004]. Many of these ideas
pertain to the determination of stakeholders and their
preferences for any complex system. Kochan and Rubinstein [2000] distinguish between “definitive” and
“latent” (i.e., direct and indirect) stakeholders. Society
is also a key stakeholder in the development of large,
complex, high-value systems. Emerson [2003] discusses social value as a key component of overall business/organization value and issues surrounding its
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quantification. However, in reviewing stakeholder theory at this level, Rebentisch et al. [2005] conclude that
“past research provides no clear-cut guidance on a
process to identify and assess stakeholders and their
needs” (p. 2)
We use these sources, rooted in varied disciplines, as
a theoretical basis for triangulating an approach to
quantify a system’s LCV.

3. QUANTIFYING A SYSTEM’S LCV
In this section, we develop the measurement concept
though discussion accompanied by a running example.
The discussion provides the theoretical and practical
concepts, while the example illustrates their application.
The concepts presented herein are based on measurement of the perceived value of a system in the eyes
of its stakeholders. This perceived value, which changes
across stakeholders and across time, can be quantified
in relation to a set of key parameters (KPs). This quantification requires the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify the stakeholders.
Identify the system’s KPs.
Create a holistic measure of stakeholder value.
Anticipate and quantify the evolution of the KPs.
Measure stakeholder value over time: LCV.

For the example, we use a typical high-value system
that has a life cycle long enough to span several technology changes, a cellular telephone network. This
system encompasses a network of cell stations that
provide service to subscribers, a selection of compatible
telephone units that subscribers may use, and a central
billing facility that tracks usage across the network.

3.1. Step 1: Identify Stakeholders
The value of any system can only be measured from the
viewpoint of the stakeholders for whom the system
provides utility. This is true because the purpose of any
system is to provide value and utility to its stakeholders;
this is the essence of both the system and the definition
of stakeholders. It is therefore necessary first to identify
the stakeholders for a system.
A stakeholder is any individual or group with a
vested interest in a system. Stakeholders are willing to
act in some way to preserve their interest (hence
“vested” interest). They often include those who derive
some benefit from the system and/or make some sacrifice for it. The idea of stakeholders is not new, but it has
recently taken on greater importance. Carroll and Buchholtz [2006] posit, “Our pluralistic society has become
a special-interest society,” (p. 8) and go on to state that
the past two decades have seen an increase in the
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specialization on the part of interest groups representing all sectors of society. They further argue that
these trends and the rising view of corporate accountability have given way to increased expectations, and
that businesses have responded with corporate citizenship initiatives (any actions intended to portray the
company as a good citizen in society), thereby solidifying the increased expectations and setting the bar at new
levels. Managers need to understand the salience
(power, legitimacy, and urgency) of different stakeholder groups [Mitchell, Agle, and Wood, 1997] and
develop strategies for stakeholder management [Savage
et al., 1991] as well as practical techniques for identifying and communicating with stakeholders
[McManus, 2004].
Stakeholders and their actions may be of many
forms, including:
• A purchaser who expends resources to buy the
system,
• A user who operates the system,
• An activist who expends time and effort to support or thwart the system,
• A maintainer who occasionally services or repairs the system,
• An owner of an interfacing system who acts to
change or preserve the interface,
• A firm that derives revenue from the sale or
ongoing operation or use of the system and perhaps from periodic upgrades,
• A supplier of system components who derives
revenue from ongoing maintenance and periodic
upgrades, including the addition of new features,
• A provider of an alternative, competing, substitute system who acts to diminish the relative
value of a system in the eyes of its purchasers and
users,
• A community or society whose inhabitants are
affected by the operation of the system and that
may expend political capital to support or thwart
the system,
• A firm that owns infrastructure required to operate the system, or
• A firm that provides complementary products or
services.
Identifying the stakeholders is a conscious step in
the proposed LCV measurement, but we do not propose
any unique method to perform the identification. If
stakeholders have been identified as part of an ongoing
development process, such identification suffices for
our purpose. If stakeholders have not been identified,
then typical means that may be used are brainstorming,
market analysis, operational analysis, workflow analysis, and supply and value chain analysis. For basic
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guidance we refer readers to Mitchell, Agle, and Wood
[1997] and McManus [2004]. Furthermore Trainor and
Parnell [2007] discuss how to use interviews, focus
groups, and surveys for stakeholder analysis, and Rebentisch et al. [2005] provide an extensive case study
of stakeholder identification for the US space exploration program. Stakeholders may not realize their own
status as such if they are not cognizant of the benefits
they receive or the sacrifices they make for the system.
As stakeholders gain this awareness, they frequently
self-identify over time (“come out of the woodwork”),
but such self-identification may be a surprise action
viewed by the development team as a risk or problem.
Waiting for self-identification does not suffice for our
purpose, because the proposed LCV measurement is
intended to be proactive rather than reactive.
3.1.1. Example: Stakeholders of the Cellular System
For the example cellular system, stakeholders can be
identified through both operational analysis and value
chain analysis. (Throughout this example, we purposefully simplify the analyses so as to show the principles
without extending the length of this paper. The reader
should easily find additional elements of analysis that
would provide more depth.)
The value chain for the cellular system derives from
two primary sources: subscribers who desire telephone
service and shareholders who provide cash resources.
Sourcing from the subscribers, additional stakeholders
in the value chain include franchise holders who sell the
services. Sourcing from the stockholders, additional
stakeholders include the cellular corporate management and the cellular employees.
Operational analysis might include several scenarios
such as telephone operation, network maintenance, and
site installation. Telephone operation involves subscribers who make and receive telephone calls, the cellular
employees who track and bill usage, and the cellular
management structure that hires and trains the employees. Network maintenance involves cellular employees
who maintain the equipment and may involve property
owners who provide access to the sites. Site installation
involves cellular employees who erect and install equipment, subcontractors who perform site construction
services, and area activists who may act to thwart a
tower placement.
To summarize, we have identified the following
stakeholders for the cellular system: subscribers, shareholders, franchise holders, corporate management, corporate employees, property owners, subcontractors,
and environmental activists. We note that these are
potentially categories of stakeholders rather than monolithic entities. For example, the subscribers for a cellular
system have a variety of wants and needs in terms of
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coverage, usage time, rate plans, etc. Firms will typically segment such markets into groups of somewhat
similar customers. Thus, generally, stakeholders may
need to be further decomposed into smaller segments
until the point where each can be seen as having a fairly
similar profile of preferences. Conversely, stakeholders
with similar preferences may be aggregated to simplify
the analysis.

3.2. Step 2: Identify System KPs
Unlike most engineering parameters, value is a perceived quality stemming from subjective preferences.
Stakeholder preferences are distinct and different from
requirements. Requirements represent a choice made to
achieve a specific level of performance and specify
acceptability. A system that meets its requirements will
provide different value to different stakeholders, depending on their preferences. Preferences emanate from
individuals, which makes them less amenable to firm
analysis. Nonetheless, preferences are relevant in SE if
they express the values of those affected (or perceived
to be affected) by the system designers’ choices.
Measuring the value of a system therefore requires
understanding and quantifying stakeholders’ subjective
preferences regarding key attributes of the system. Each
attribute is measured by a key parameter (KP).3 But
identification and quantification of subjective preferences are not trivial matters. Unfortunately, personal
preferences are not always known even to the individual
who holds them. The psychology literature provides
means to help identify preferences such as group discussion, brainstorming, survey instruments, ontologies,
and templates. In addition, preferences related to systems may be identified through operational analysis,
workflow analysis, and value chain analysis, all viewed
from the viewpoint of the target stakeholder.
For our purpose, preferences are expressed in terms
of a set of KPs that each matter to one or more stakeholders. The KPs are usually operational in nature,
because many stakeholders are more interested in the
operational results than the technical implementation.
For example, maintenance cost is an operational parameter; mean time between failures (MTBF) is a technical parameter. The first might be a KP for corporate
management; the second is not a KP for any of the cited
stakeholders.
Two broad categories of system attributes are benefits and sacrifices.4 Benefits are all the things the stake3
KPs are often synonymous with names used in other contexts, such
as dimensions of performance or quality, performance attributes,
critical to customer characteristics (CTCs), key characteristics, order
qualifiers and winners, etc.
4
www.valueindesign.com
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holders “get” as a result of the system’s development
and existence. Sacrifices are the things they give up,
compromise on, have to live with, are disappointed
with, or have to pay for as a result of the system’s
development and existence. Depending on its level, a
KP may provide a benefit for some stakeholders and
constitute a sacrifice for others. For example, a system
with a high acquisition cost may be a benefit for its
supplier and a sacrifice for its customer. For a third type
of stakeholder, the investor, the preferred value is a
balance that achieves a greater return on investment.
Note that KPs for some stakeholders include profitability and other cost measures that balance against the
technical measures typically considered by systems
engineers [Browning, 2003].
Determining KPs requires working closely with and
actively listening to stakeholders. We have already
mentioned several helpful sources of insight and guidance for working with customers [Woodruff and
Gardial, 1996; Mello, 2002; Thiry, 2001]. Establishing
a shared vision as a baseline reference and anchoring
point, and finding and involving “lead users” [von
Hippel, 1986], can be helpful practices. Campbell’s
[2000] discussion of metrics also provides a source of
helpful thinking on potentially important KPs.
The KPs are frequently different for different stakeholders and may even conflict. In the case of our example, for instance, geographical coverage is a KP for the
subscriber, while reducing the visibility of towers is a
KP for the environmental activist. These parameters
seem unrelated at the operational level, but obviously
conflict at the technical level because towers currently
must be visible to provide geographic coverage.
Once available, these KPs provide a basis for a
variety of system design and analysis techniques, such
as Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [e.g., Akao,
1990] and Pugh’s concept selection method [Pugh,
1991], to name only a couple.
Example: Cellular System KPs
Identifying the KPs for the cellular system involves
looking at the operation from the viewpoint of each
stakeholder. The key question to ask, over and over, is:
“In the eyes of this stakeholder, what would make one
cellular system better than another?” Table I provides a
representative list of the KPs. Note that this list has been
simplified; many of the parameters shown would need
much fuller definition than is evident here. Also, other
KPs and stakeholders could be added to Table I, but the
list suffices for the purposes of our example.
There are several items to note in Table I that highlight difficulties in this process of identifying subjective
preferences. First, note the large number of different
parameters. Stakeholders have highly varied prefer-
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Table I. KPs for the Example Cellular System

ences for any given system. Second, we will face difficulty (but not impossibility) in quantifying many of the
parameters. Because stakeholder preferences are in
their own operational language (the “voice of the customer”), they are frequently not amenable to the same
kind of treatment as engineering parameters. Third, the
parameters are sometimes shared by several stakeholders. In this case, system reliability is important to subscribers (so that they can make their calls), corporate
management (to reduce repair costs), corporate employees (to reduce maintenance workload and complaints), and property owners (to reduce the number of
accesses). Last, the desired level of some parameters
may be opposite for different stakeholders. Subscribers
want greater geographic coverage, which requires more
and larger towers. Subcontractors also want larger towers so that their work is more lucrative. Property owners
and environmental activists, however, want smaller
towers. These conflicting priorities are typical of most
complex systems, and they must be balanced in wellconsidered tradeoffs.

3.3. Step 3: Create a Holistic Measure of
Stakeholder Value
With a quantified understanding of the KPs that matter
to each class of stakeholders, we can now define a
holistic measure of system value to the stakeholders by
combining these many KPs into a single measure.5
There are many mathematical methods used to combine
multiple parameters into a single index, but the most
common is a weighted sum. Again, through surveys and
interaction with the stakeholders, the relative value of
5
This procedure must occur in light of a well-known axiom of
multivariate decision theory, that optimal decisions cannot always be
made based on a vector of multiple parameters [Arrow, 1951]. Despite
this difficulty, in any decision, the parameters are combined in some
fashion into a single measure of value. If this combination is not
performed explicitly, it is still performed implicitly by a decisionmaker when choosing one option over another. The best that seems
to be possible is to be aware of the general pitfalls in any approach
and any specific issues in a particular case.

each parameter to the group of stakeholders may be
established. The relative weight given to each group of
stakeholders is an assessment that must be made by the
system owner. When the weights are combined with the
predicted preference values, the result is a single measure of preferred value. If the individual parameter preferences are stated probabilistically, then the system’s
preferred value is a probabilistic combination of the
parameters. The weights themselves can also be stochastic variables, but the combinatory procedure remains the same. A simple weighted average is only one
of many possible approaches to forming a holistic
measure of value. Others include geometric averaging,
Analytic Hierarchy Process [Saaty, 1980], and multi-attribute utility theory [Keeney and Raiffa, 1976]. Each
approach has advantages and disadvantages; all are
imperfect in moving from many KP value measures to
a single, holistic one. (Additional discussion is provided in Browning [1998: Chap. 7].) The weights are
used to combine the actual values of the system into a
single measure of system performance. This process
was partially described in Honour [2001] as a quantified
Objective Function for the system. In the present work,
the concept is expanded to include the complexity of
the KPs preferred by different stakeholders and the
change in those KPs over time.
Example: Value of the Cellular System
For our example, we must determine numbers for the
weights, the parameter preferences, and the actual system parameters. For each parameter that was identified,
Table II shows the preferences (measured in terms of
the indicated units). In each row, the “Worst” column
represents the amount that is least preferred by that
group of stakeholders, while the “Best” column represents the amount that is most preferred. The amount
most likely to be acceptable is in the “Mode” column.
Note that some sets of preferences operate in a positive
direction (larger is better—LIB), while others operate
in a negative direction (smaller is better—SIB). (Preferences can also exist for “nominal is best” KPs, where
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Table II. Typical Analysis of System Value

either too little or too much is not preferred.) Under
“Value to Stakeholder Groups,” the first “Weight” column is the relative importance of that parameter to that
stakeholder group. Shown are a typical set of weights
that might have resulted from an analysis of one cellular
system at one point in time. (The weights are normalized to sum to 1.) The preferential weightings are followed by the actual amount of the parameter provided
by the current system.
The next column shows a conversion of the actual
parameter amount into a normalized amount. There are
many mathematical methods that could be used to
normalize the actual amount against the preferences. In
this example, we chose to calculate the normalized
amount from a scale that assigns 0.0 to an actual amount
that matches the Min, 1.0 to an actual amount that
matches the Mode, 2.0 to an actual amount that matches
the Max, and that linearly interpolates amounts which
fall in between. By this assignment, a normalized
amount of 1.0 represents a case in which the system
meets the stakeholder preferences. Normalized
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amounts between 0.0 and 1.0 represent cases in which
the system falls short of the preferences, while numbers
between 1.0 and 2.0 represent cases in which the system
has added value. A more sophisticated and accurate (yet
effortful) approach to mapping the KP amounts to
preferences is to establish a utility function for each
relationship. We actually recommend this for most
cases, since the relationships are usually non-linear.
(Again, additional discussion is provided in Browning
[1998: Chap. 7].)
Following the normalization of the actual amount,
the next column applies the weights to find the weighted
value for each parameter. These are then summed to get
the overall value of the system to each stakeholder
group. It can be seen in Table II that this cellular system
has great value to the corporate management (Value =
1.56) because it exceeds the primary preferences in all
three KPs. The system has better-than-preferred value
(1.17) to the shareholders. It has less-than-preferred
value (0.86) to the subscribers primarily because of
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poor geographic coverage, and it has even poorer value
to the remaining stakeholder groups.
The last two columns calculate the total value of the
system, based on an appropriate set of weights that
represent the relative importance of each stakeholder
group (in the eyes of the system owner). The less-thanpreferred value to the subscribers balances against the
great value to the corporate management so that the
total system value (1.06) is slightly better than preferred
(by its owner). Such a measure of holistic value can be
misleading, however, if the decision-maker overweights his or her own preferences. Thus, it is important
both to explore the sensitivity of overall value to the
chosen weights and to prevent any single stakeholder
from receiving so little value that they are likely to cause
problems.

3.4. Step 4: Anticipate and Quantify the
Evolution of KPs
In addition to knowing the identity of the KPs, measuring value in the eyes of the stakeholders also requires
quantifying that preference. For each parameter, therefore, the next step is to determine the preferred amount
of the KP in the eyes of the stakeholders. This preferred
amount is typically discovered for commercial product
systems through a process of market surveys and user
group assessments.
Because preferences are subjective, they vary from
individual to individual and from time to time. We
model the quantified amount of a parameter as a stochastic (random) variable. As with any stochastic variable, this variable may be modeled at various levels of
depth: by a single measure of central moment such as
mean or median; by a series of moment descriptors such
as mean, variance, and skewness; by probabilistic
bounds; or by full probability distributions. One
method frequently used in risk management is to relate
each outcome to its relative likelihood with a triangle
distribution tied to mode, minimum, and maximum, as
shown in Figure 1. For an LIB parameter, the minimum
amount is a pessimistic estimate and the maximum
amount is an optimistic estimate. For an SIB parameter,
these estimates are reversed. In any case, the mode is an
estimate of the single most likely outcome for the
amount of the parameter.
For our purpose of measuring LCV, however, it is
insufficient to quantify the parameters at a single point
in time. Stakeholder preferences change over the life
cycle of a system and therefore require modeling as a
time-based stochastic process. The stakeholder preferences in the past may be modeled using quantification
of prior user groups; the stakeholder preferences for the
future may be modeled using predictive assessments
and trends, tempered with strategic judgment.
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Figure 1. Representing a quantified parameter with a triangle
distribution.

The predictive evaluation of the KPs must also take
into account the possibility of new KPs, or of KPs that
fade from significance.
Example: Cellular System KP Quantification
For our example we will demonstrate the quantification
of one KP for one stakeholder: the geographic coverage
in the eyes of the subscribers. For our example, we
choose to quantify this parameter in terms of percent
coverage. For different subscribers, however, this percent coverage means different things. We assume first,
for simplicity, that the cellular system in question is
restricted to the US. A US subscriber who travels extensively within the country is interested in the percent of
the US covered. A subscriber whose business is within
one local area is interested in percent coverage within
that area. It quickly becomes apparent that quantification of this parameter requires several assumptions that
translate into definition of market segments. This simple fact is why cellular companies create so many
different rate plans.
The overall value of the system, however, must be
determined for the total set of market segments served
by the system. If this cellular system is intended to serve
both countrywide and local market segments, then the
percent coverage selected must be the national coverage. Through market surveys, user group assessments,
subscriber entrance and exit interviews, and analysis of
current subscribers’ choices of “plan,” perhaps the
quantification of customer desires for this KP takes on
the form shown in Figure 2. Note that the evolution of

Figure 2. Typical predictive quantification of one KP.
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Figure 3. Typical behavior of LCV. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]

customer desires for this KP is shown over time, with
probabilistic bounds at different points in time. This
quantification is showing that subscribers prior to 2015
do not expect 100% coverage, but that the desired
coverage is growing over the years.

3.5. Step 5: Measure Stakeholder Value
over Time: LCV
Now that we have developed a measure of system value
in the eyes of the stakeholders, this measure can be
extended to create a measure of LCV, through integrating or summing the measure over the life cycle:
LifeCycleEnd

LCV = ∑ TotalValue

(1)

LifeCycleStart

This measure of LCV is summed rather than averaged to recognize that a system with longer life has
more value to the stakeholders. As a result, the LCV can
be interpreted as a count of one for each year (or other
time unit) in which the system meets the preferences of
the stakeholders. A system that exactly meets the stakeholder preferences (total value = 1.0) for 15 years has a
LCV of 15; a system that partially meets the preferences
(total value = 0.75) for 20 years also has a LCV of 15.
A system that exceeds preferences for eight years and
then fails to meet them for seven could also have a LCV
of 15. Thus, the scalar index of LCV should not be used
alone.6
The behavior of LCV is shown stylistically in Figure
3 for (a) a typical system with a couple of upgrades and
(b) a longer-lived system built for adaptability. In the
6
This issue could be addressed by including a discounting factor in
the equation. However, the appropriate factor to use in this situation
is a subject for further research.
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figure, the area under the curve “Value Desired by
Stakeholders” represents an LCV of Y (the summation
of value yn over x years), while the actual LCV of the
system (which is less than Y) is indicated by the solidly
shaded area (“Life-cycle Value Provided by System”).
The cross-hatched regions represent the value loss as
the system’s capabilities vis-à-vis the stakeholders’
preferences decay over time.7 If the life of the system
in Figure 3(a) is 15 years, then the proportions of the
figure indicate that this system might be achieving LCV
of approximately 12, while Figure 3(b) shows a similar
system achieving a LCV of approximately 20, since its
total value is always closer to the stakeholder preferences and its useable life is longer.
Example: Cellular System LCV
This measure of LCV, coupled with the annual measures of value, presents a method to assess the current
and projected value for key management and technical
decisions. Table III shows a set of historical and predicted values for two alternative cellular systems at a
point in time when the corporate management is faced
with hard decisions about their equipment. The existing
system A has had a 10-year run of lucrative return for
the company, but it is apparent that it is no longer
meeting the stakeholder needs. Even with anticipated
upgrades such as in 2010, the system will fall short. The
more recently developed system B provides far better
predicted value, but it is not yet installed over a wide
geographical base. Significant capital expense will be
required to change over to the new system. One advantage to the new system is its greater adaptability, seen
in the fact that LCV continues to stay high in future
years. As one management tool, LCV provides insight
7
For further discussion of Figure 3 and the underlying model, see
Engel and Browning [2008].
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Table III. Example LCV for Alternative Cellular Systems

into the value both received and expected from the
system.

4. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss using the LCV measure to
determine the best amount of “design for adaptability,”
the dynamic nature of LCV, and risks to determining
the LCV measure. This discussion illuminates opportunities for further research on the subject of quantifying
LCV.

4.1. The “Right” Amount of Design for
Adaptability
The LCV measure can provide a basis for ascertaining
the value of designing a system for a certain amount of
flexibility, adaptability, and sustainability. As shown in
Figure 3, the system in (b) is more adaptable than the
system in (a), thereby reducing the difference between
customer preferences and system capabilities over time.
System (b) provides greater LCV by being more easily
changed when necessary to keep pace with evolving
stakeholder preferences. In some cases, a system can be
designed for improved adaptability with no increased
cost [Bogenstätter, 2000]. However, in most cases, this
capability for adaptation comes at some additional
cost—e.g., the costs of:
• Designing the system around an open and modular architecture that is amenable to quick and
inexpensive upgrades,
• Developing standard interfaces for the system’s
modules, sometimes by participating in groups
that develop and approve international and/or
industry standards,
• Investing in the effort to document system design
information and decisions so that future workers
can easily reflect on the system’s design and build
history,
• Securing multiple or contingent suppliers in case
of a diminishing source issue, and

• Investing in technology and market forecasts of
future system possibilities and customer preferences.
The decision about whether or not to do these things,
and to what extent, depends on a benefit-cost analysis
of the LCV added (to one or perhaps also other systems
developed by the organization) versus the total costs.
Currently, the LCV quantity is a dimensionless index,
useful only for purposes of relative comparison. An
absolute measure is needed to support a benefit-cost
analysis. Further research is needed to convert our
relative measure into an absolute one. A general approach for the conversion follows.
Incorporate forecasts of market size, market segmentation, consumer surplus, economic indicators,
customer business cycle predictions, competitive system performance trajectories, and market share to determine the magnitude and direction of the evolution of
stakeholder preferences and the revenue potential
(monetary value) these provide. Collectively, the idea
is to determine in monetary terms the benefit to the firm
of keeping pace with stakeholder preferences. Since a
correct forecast is not realistic, at least three benefit
scenarios should be used.
Use technology roadmaps [e.g., Strauss and Radnor,
2004], material and component cost projections, operating cost projections, and information about the system
architecture to determine the costs of the various upgrade sizes and frequencies needed to keep pace with
stakeholder preferences. Again, because these projections are fraught with uncertainty, at least three cost
scenarios should be used.
Comparing each benefit and cost scenario yields at
least nine combinations. Depending on the risk sensitivity of the firm (e.g., risk averse, risk neutral, or risk
seeking), a strategy can be outlined for the rough
amount of resources to dedicate to design for adaptability, both in the system development process and in the
system design itself.
Some initial work along these lines has sought ways
to define and measure flexibility and adaptability in
system designs [e.g., Saleh, Hastings, and Newman,
2003; Saleh, 2005; Nilchiani, Hastings and Joppin,
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2005]. de Neufville and Scholtes [2006] suggest explicit consideration of the real options that could be
purchased for potential exercise in each scenario. (See
also Scholtes [2007].) McConnell [2007] introduces the
concept of “complex” real options composed of interconnected technological, organizational, and process
components and proposes a life-cycle flexibility framework to address issues along the entire life-cycle of an
option, in both technical and social dimensions. Engel
and Browning [2008] model the architecture options
provided by modularity and adaptability as a tradeoff
with interface costs.
It is also important to note that, when attempting to
determine the appropriate amount of resources to devote to adaptability in a specific product, or on a particular development program, the common approach of
phased development poses some interesting challenges.
To get through the next gate or review, or to sell an idea
or design for additional funding in the next phase, often
requires stripping out all but the most essential product
features and functions. That is, if designing a system for
adaptability or maximum LCV incurs additional upstream costs, as we would typically expect, these costs
may make a system design less competitive to an unenlightened customer, or to one that faces clear constraints
on current but not future costs.

4.2. Dynamic LCV
The LCV measure is clearly an estimate made under
uncertainty. Over time, as more information becomes
available, this uncertainty is reduced for the near-term.
Meanwhile, stakeholders expect their benefits to increase and their sacrifices to decrease. Comparators—
other systems that provide benchmarks and anchor
points for stakeholder perceptions—play a significant
role in these rates of change. Surveys or other instruments (whatever was used initially to quantify stakeholder values as discussed above) should be repeated
periodically to look for changes and trends.
The Iridium satellite telephone system cited in the
Introduction is an excellent example of failure to maintain the dynamic estimates of LCV. When Iridium was
envisioned in 1987, the market studies showed that it
would be very successful. Potential customers were
willing to pay thousands of dollars for a portable telephone that could operate anywhere in the world. The
Iridium LLC joint venture launched a decade-long development program based on this marketing information. By launch of service in 1998, however, the market
had seriously eroded due to the advent of cellular telephones. In the context of this paper, this failure can be
described as a serious reduction in LCV due to the
changing perception of the stakeholders. The service
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launched in 1998 was essentially the same system envisioned in 1987, with essentially the same technical
parameters. The only difference was how those parameters were perceived by the stakeholders, whose subjective views had been modified by the alternative
technology.
Another significant factor in LCV dynamics is customer expectations, which must be managed carefully.
Interestingly, when a system is highly adaptable and
upgraded frequently, customers begin to expect this,
and the industry dynamics can be changed. For example, desktop computers change rapidly in terms of processor speed and other capabilities. Compared with
hardware, software upgrades (of a comparable level of
complexity) are relatively easy to release and are available fairly often. Anticipating a trajectory of rapid
change and improvement, customers may skip some
generations or releases, assuming another and possibly
better one is just around the corner. Research in marketing and new product development has explored the
effects of “regret,” when a buyer acquires a new product
only to discover shortly thereafter that it has been
superseded by a more capable one. The marketing
literature [e.g., Doyle and Saunders, 1985] also explores possibilities for proactively anticipating and
managing customer expectations.
When their expectations are not met, customer disappointment can occur in two ways, one of which is
more detrimental to a system’s value. If a system developer fails to satisfy realistic customer preferences, then
this is a major blow to a system’s value. But customers
experience another kind of disappointment when they
realize that their own expectations are unrealistic. For
instance, when someone discovers that no builder will
build their dream house for $200,000, they are disappointed with themselves for their poor knowledge of the
housing market rather than with a particular builder.
However, if a particular builder has promised to build
their house for $200,000 but does not meet that promise,
the customer is disappointed in the builder (system
developer) in a different and deeper way. Since LCV is
a function of both the stakeholder preference curve and
the system value curve in Figure 3, it is relatively more
important to close any gap by raising the system value
curve. However, at times it may be easier to close the
gap by lowering the “value desired by stakeholders”
curve. Traditionally, marketing organizations have addressed the latter curve while engineering organizations
have tended to the former. System developers must have
a firm command of both areas if they are to manage
system LCV effectively, which calls for greater integration of engineering and marketing organizations.
Some aspects of future desired value may be estimated with the help of existing techniques. For exam-
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ple, technology roadmapping can help anticipate potential technology switching points. Special attention
should be paid to disruptive technologies [Christensen,
1997; Christensen, Raynor, and Verlinden, 2001; Utterback, 1996]. Also, the research on the life cycles of
product lines [Bass, 1969; Parker, 1992; Golder and
Tellis, 2004] provides insight into the dynamics of
pricing and thus the likely price trajectories affecting
the value of alternative products.

4.3. Risks to LCV Determination
Our discussion so far has noted several qualities which
must be quantified in the approach to measuring a
system’s LCV. Lack of thoroughness or care at any of
these steps is a significant risk. Not identifying the right
stakeholders, KPs, or preferences regarding the KPs
will result in a flawed determination. Incorrectly specifying the way the system will satisfy stakeholders’
preferences, or the system’s inabilities to satisfy their
preferences, present further risks to LCV. As system
development organizations become more adept at
measuring, evaluating, and delivering LCV, these risks
will decrease as the organizations learn. Over time,
templates of stakeholders, KPs, and typical preferences
could emerge, along with checklists for verification and
validation. While helpful, these should never become
excuses for shortcutting the process. Meanwhile, other
sources of future risk pertaining to the environment in
which the system will operate—including government
regulations, system usage patterns, and user demographics—are beyond designers’ control and must be
monitored carefully. However, even if it is impossible
to predict specific changes, sometimes it is possible to
anticipate the likelihood of some kind of change in a
given area over a time horizon, in which case greater
allowances can be made for general “buffers” of adaptability in a system design. de Weck and Eckert [2007]
categorize some of the sources of uncertainty facing
system designers.
Finally, because of the uncertainties and risks inherent in quantifying LCV, system developers should strive
to identify the most significant sources of risk (i.e.,
uncertainty with consequences) in the LCV determination. If random variables (e.g., probability distributions)
are used instead of point values in the LCV equation—a
wise approach in our opinion—the variables contributing the most to variance in the overall LCV distribution
can be found through an analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Developers could calculate the expected value of perfect information (EVPI) in each area, and the value of
a marginal improvement in each area, to determine how
best to make investments in discovering additional information that will reduce uncertainty and risk.
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5. CONCLUSION
We have presented a conceptual approach to quantify a
system’s LCV and illustrated it with an example. As this
is an area where much further research is needed, we do
not claim to have definitively solved the problem. We
more modestly argue that our approach has merit as a
foundation for further work, and our discussion brings
to the table many important aspects of the problem from
the wider marketing, value engineering, and quality
communities. Designing systems for maximum LCV
would seem to provide the potential for systems architects and engineers to provide dramatically increased
value to their organizations and stakeholders, including
society at large.
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